Blistering action-thriller headlined by star-in-the-making Milo Gibson
Defiant Screen Entertainment is proud to present All The Devil’s Men, starring Milo Gibson in his most explosive role
to date.
Writer-director Matthew Hope delivers an unflinching portrayal of the modern elite soldier, as seen through the eyes
of Jack Collins (Gibson), a battle-scarred ex-Navy SEAL operating as an assassin for the CIA. As part of a three-man
team, Collins is sent by his handler (Sylvia Hoeks – Blade Runner 2049) to London and tasked with hunting down a
disavowed CIA Operative before he procures a WMD from Russian gangsters. With countless lives at stake, the
manhunt begins - but Collins will discover that a former colleague and a team of private soldiers stand in his way.
The role of Collins was a huge step up for Milo Gibson, son of Mel, who only recently followed his father into the acting
profession, having spent years training and working as an electrician. “We were struggling to find someone who was a
throwback to the action movie stars of the ‘80s, somebody who looked real,” says Director Matthew Hope, “and our
American producer said what about Milo Gibson? We didn’t even know Mel Gibson had a son who acts, but he had a
good look, so we flew to LA, and when we put him on tape his whole face came alive. He’s got good genes, and he
could act!”
Gibson and Hoeks are backed-up by Hollywood veteran William Fichtner, well known for his roles in Black Hawk Down,
Armageddon and TVs Prison Break. “Milo’s wonderful,” says Fichtner, who plays Brennan, an old friend of Collins. “He
doesn’t have pushed or false moments. He always keeps it honest and real. I’m so impressed with where he comes
from, that’s a lot of wisdom not to push for a moment that’s not a true moment.”
The admiration is mutual. “Bill Fichtner is a legend,” says Gibson. “He’s worked a lot, and knows exactly what he’s
doing, so I’ve watched him and taken some things out of his book. Matthew’s been great,” he adds. “It’s a very calm
set, when I read the script I thought it was badass, it’s a shoot-‘em-up but there’s a lot of depth about each character,
their psyches, what’s going on in their heads, what they’ve been through.”
“The film is about a parallel war on terror, fought in the shadows where outsourced assassinations are carried out by
private military contractors. It also deals with bounty hunters, their addiction to war, and the cost of that both
personally and professionally. The action depicted in the film will show the combat-high experienced by these men
but also the reality of death,” says Hope.
All The Devil’s Men is an explosive feature film with more than enough twists to keep you guessing…
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